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The diffuse interstellar bands, first detected more than 70
years ago, are visible absorption features observed throughout
the interstellar medium; the origin of these bands remains
unknown.1 The ionized polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) have been implicated as potential carriers of these
bands2-4 as well as important components of interstellar clouds.
Dehydrogenated PAH derivatives may also be important in
interstellar environments where ionization fields are strong.5

Nevertheless, there have been few studies6-8 of the chemical
reactivity of these PAH ions especially regarding their stability
in the interstellar medium where, with the exception of
molecular hydrogen, the dominant species are atomic;9 quantita-
tive studies of ion-atom reactions are difficult. In this paper
we report studies of the reactions of the prototypical PAH
cations C10H8

+, C10H7
+, and C10H6

+ with the major interstellar
neutral species, including H2 and H, N, and O atoms. The
closed shell C10H7

+ ion is relatively unreactive with atoms but
readily associates with H2 and other molecules.10 In contrast,
the radical ions (C10H8

+ and C10H6
+) are unreactive with

molecular reagents, but exhibit novel reactions with the atomic
reagents. These studies suggest that, although previous spec-
troscopic studies have focused on the parent radical cations,11-13

the protonated ions are likely to be the dominant forms of PAH
cations in the interstellar medium.
The experiments were carried out in a tandem flowing

afterglow-selected ion flow tube (FA-SIFT),14 which is ideally
suited to the study of ion-atom reactions. The C10H8

+ ion is
formed by Penning ionization of naphthalene with metastable
argon atoms which are generated in a cold cathode discharge;15

this relatively gentle ionization process16 cleanly generates the
parent cation of naphthalene. The dehydrogenated ions, C10H7

+

and C10H6
+, are formed by chemical ionization of naphthalene

with helium ions that are produced by electron impact ionization.
Kinetic studies demonstrate that these ions exist in both cyclic
and acyclic forms.17 The reactant ions are extracted from the
source region, mass-selected, and injected into the reaction flow
tube where they are thermalized by collisions with helium.
Molecular reactants are added through a manifold of inlets, and
kinetics are measured as a function of reaction distance. Atomic
hydrogen is generated by passing ultra-high-purity H2 through
a microwave discharge tube; calibration reactions are used to
measure the hydrogen atom density,18-20 and indicate that
dissociation ratios are about 30%. Atomic nitrogen is formed
by passing N2 through the microwave discharge, and atomic
oxygen is formed by titration of atomic nitrogen with nitric
oxide:21,22N + NO f N2 + O. Dissociation ratios of N2 are
about 2%. Small corrections to the rate constants are made to
account for wall recombination and mixing of the atomic
reagents.23 Studies of the reactions of PAH cations with
molecular reagents were also carried out with a dual-cell, 3-T,
Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance instrument (Extrel
FTMS 2001).24 C10H7

+ was formed both by electron impact
on bromonaphthalene and by a displacement reaction of SiF3

+

with fluoronaphthalene.25

The reaction rate constants and product distributions are
summarized in Table 1. While C10H8

+ and C10H6
+ are

unreactive with the molecular hydrogen, C10H7
+ reacts readily

by association. The reaction with H2 generates protonated
naphthalene with a rate constant of 5.2× 10-11 cm3 s-1 at 0.5
Torr of helium pressure:

Kinetic studies as a function of helium pressure indicate that
the accessible pressure regime in the FA-SIFT lies in the
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transition region between termolecular and saturated kinetics.
Measurement of the rate constant for this reaction using the
FTMS instrument yields a radiative association rate constant
of 2.2× 10-11 cm3 s-1 at 5× 10-8 Torr and 300 K; the rate
constant at 100 K, typical of diffuse clouds, is expected to be
an order of magnitude larger.26-29 This relatively large radiative
rate constant reflects the high stability and moderate molecular
complexity30 of the C10H9

+ ion and indicates that this association
process will be important in the interstellar medium.
In contrast to its high reactivity with molecular reactants,

C10H7
+ is relatively unreactive with atoms. The radical cations

C10H8
+ and C10H6

+, however, exhibit facile reactions with the
atomic reagents. Reaction of the naphthalene parent cation with
hydrogen atoms proceeds exclusively by adduct formation with
a rate constant of 1.9× 10-10 cm3 s-1.

Comparison of this value with that for the corresponding

reaction19 of C6H6
+ suggests that reactivity with H is not

strongly dependent on the size of the ion; thus this association
may continue to be important for larger PAHs in the interstellar
medium. Protonated naphthalene, C10H9

+, does not react rapidly
with H or H2.31

Reactions of C10H8
+ with O and N atoms proceed by both

addition and a novel bimolecular pathway:

The removal of a carbon atom from the aromatic framework of
the naphthalene cation (eq 3b) is a remarkable process, but it is
sufficiently exothermic32 to form the indene radical cation or
the radical cations of propynylbenzene or vinyltoluene as
products.33 The reaction of C10H8

+ + O occurs with a rate
constant of 1.0× 10-10 cm3 s-1 at 0.5 Torr of helium pressure,
and the bimolecular channel accounts for about 55% of the
overall reactivity. Similarly, the reaction of the nitrogen atom
(eq 4b) extracts a CH group to form HCN;34 this channel
accounts for about 30% of the measured rate constant of 2.3×
10-11 cm3 s-1. Secondary addition reactions and decarbony-
lation reactions are evident for the oxygen atom where the
primary product ions have retained radical character. These
secondary processes are essentially absent for nitrogen atoms
since the initial association leads to loss of radical character.
These studies represent the first investigation of the reactions

of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon cations with hydrogen,
oxygen, and nitrogen atoms, major components of the interstellar
medium. The rapid addition of hydrogen atom to the radical
cations C10H8

+ and C10H6
+, as well as the efficient radiative

association of C10H7
+ with molecular hydrogen, indicates that

protonated naphthalene, C10H9
+, will be readily formed from

its precursor ions in the interstellar medium. Reaction of C10H8
+

with oxygen and nitrogen atoms proceeds by both associative
and novel abstraction processes. Further studies of the chemistry
of larger PAH cations are warranted.
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Table 1. Rate Coefficients and Products for the Reactions of
C10Hn

+ (n ) 6, 7, 8, 9)

ionic
reactant

neutral
reactant

ionic products
(branching ratio)

rate coeffa
(cm3 s-1)

C10H9
+ H2 no reactionb

H <1× 10-11

C10H8
+ H2 no reactionb

H C10H9
+ (1.0) 1.9× 10-10

O C9H8
+ (0.55)c 1.0× 10-10

C10H8O+ (0.45)c

N C9H7
+ (0.3)c 2.3× 10-11

C10H8N+ (0.7)c

C10H7
+ H2 C10H9

+ (1.0) 5.2× 10-11 d

2.2× 10-11 e

H C10H8
+ (1.0) <5× 10-11 f

O <2× 10-11 f

N <1× 10-11 f

C10H6
+ H2 no reactionb

H C10H7
+ (1.0) ∼2× 10-10 f

aRepresents reactivity of the cyclic reactant ion, unless otherwise
specified. Estimated total error:(15% for reactions of H2, (20% for
reactions of O atoms, and(30% for reactions of N atoms and H atoms.
(The error bars for reactions of O atoms are smaller than those for
reactions of N atoms because more experimental measurements were
made and small corrections for wall effects were included.)bNo
products observed;k < 5 × 10-13 cm3 s-1. c Estimated error:(10%.
d FA-SIFT experiment; includes three-body association. The linear
isomer is not reactive with H2 (k < 5 × 10-13 cm3 s-1). eFTMS
experiment; represents radiative association.f Reactivity due to both
cyclic and acyclic reactant ions.

C10H8
+ + H f C10H9

+ (2)

C10H8
+ + Of C10H8O

+ (3a)

f C9H8
+ + CO (3b)

C10H8
+ + N f C10H8N

+ (4a)

f C9H7
+ + HCN (4b)
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